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Abstract: 

This research was conducted in order to study and analyze the online discourse in 
Japanese. It is a Twitter-specific study on the Japanese linguistic features 
of computer-mediated communication. A total of 887 tweets from 30 Japanese celebrities 
between ages 19-31 were divided by age, gender, degree of formality and genre, and a 
content analysis was conducted on them to compare the use of orthographic and lexical 
features by using previous studies by Nishimura (2003) and Miyake (2007) as a 
framework. The results show that Twitter was most commonly used for replies to other 
Twitter users, to maintain social media presence and for self-promotion. Tweets were 
most commonly sent via iPhone, written in informal style. The findings also offer further 
proof on how strongly the graphic signs are part of online communication, and confirm 
that many technology-inspired slang words and abbreviations are created for different 
media platforms.   
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1. Introduction 

This research project was conducted in order to analyze and compare several features and characteristics of 
language used in Twitter messages (tweets). Online discourse is gaining popularity each year as a language 
research source, but at least to my knowledge, there remains a lack of a Twitter-specific study on the 
common features for Japanese computer-mediated communication (CMC).  
 A CAQDAS (Computer Assisted Qualitative Data AnalysiS) software was used to collect a total of 
877 tweets, posted by 30 accounts chosen among popular Japanese Twitter users from ages 19-31. The users 
were chosen from several lists of the most followed users on Ameba and Twinavi, where celebrities like 
actors, models and YouTubers can be browsed. For each tweet, the same data analysis software was used to 
manually code certain language feature variables. The tweets were also be divided by age, gender and degree 
of formality (formal/plain) for more comparison.  
 Nishimura’s (2003) study on CMC on online forums, and Miyake’s (2007) study on the text 
messages (MPM) of Japanese students, are a useful frame of reference, as both studies analyze the lexical 
and orthographic features on online discourse, each taking their own points of view on the matter. Especially 
Nishimura's use of Danet's (2001) ”common features of digital writing”, along with her own additions, offers 
an adaptable framework, useful for comparison. In material and method section, these features will be 
presented with more detailed explanations. To analyze the data set further, all tweets are divided into nine 
categories, based on their content and the purpose they have been posted for. These categories were 
presented first by Naaman, Boase and Lai (2010). Two additional categories have been added to include 
more variety.  
 The study starts with a background section, that presents briefly the Japanese writing system, how 
Japanese is written on computers, introduces the term computer-mediated communication (CMC) and 
discusses its development and influence on the Japanese language. Additional aim of this study is to find use 
of slang and abbreviations for CMC-related words is also presented. Major elements of Twitter and its 
popularity especially in Japan are discussed. Previous research is presented and discussed in two sections; 
section 2.2 presents the overall research on the field of CMC, natural language processing and Twitter, and 
section 2.3 presents the studies that are used as a framework for the current study.  
 Method and material sections present in detail the data chosen for this study, the tool (MAXQDA) 
used for extracting and coding the data set. The method section also presents the research questions, and the 
code variables further in detail, provided with examples from the data set. As the data set is collected from 
young celebrity figures, the results might differ for if they had been collected from a more general user list.  
 In the results section, the coded variables’ frequencies in the data set will be presented in tables. 
Discussion section will further analyze the results, and consider the celebrities’ use of social media in 
general. The findings of slang words related to computer-mediated communication will also be presented.  
 The aim of this study is to analyze the orthographic and lexical features and their appearance in the 
data set of tweets by Japanese young celebrities, and compare their frequencies by age, gender, degree of 
formality and genre of tweet, as well as make findings of slang and abbreviations used in the data set, that 
are inspired by or created for computer-mediated communication. 
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2. Background and Previous research 
 
2.1 Background 
 
2.1.1 Japanese writing system 
To briefly introduce the Japanese writing system, it contains three different scripts: kanji, hiragana and 
katakana. The logographic kanji symbols were adapted originally from Chinese letters, and present whole 
words (morphemes). The kana characters are phonetic syllables, and are divided into the round and cursive 
hiragana and the more sharp, squarish katakana. Each kana character corresponds to a mora, that is either a 
single vowel (a, i, u, e, o), or a consonant followed by a vowel (e.g. ka, ki, ku, ke, ko...). Exceptions are the 
kana ん/ン 'n' . In addition to these, Arabic numerals, and letters of the Roman alphabet, known as rōmaji, 
are also used in some instances, like abbreviations such as DVD, for example (Shoichi, 2013).  
 Modern Japanese language can be divided into three major types of words. Kango are Sino-Japanese 
words that were imported from Chinese or created from Chinese origins. Kanji and sometimes hiragana are 
used for writing these, as well as for wago, the Japanese native words. Katakana are used for gairaigo - loan 
words other than Chinese -  as well as for mimetic words and for foreign names. They can also sometimes be 
purposely used e.g. for giving emphasis for kango and wago words. 
 During the Meiji period, many Japanese authors were moving towards a more colloquial style, and 
adopting many Western features. The use of punctuation was starting to increase its presence in the Japanese 
language. Along with other writers of his time, Natsume Sōseki (1867-1916), already used ”question marks, 
quotation marks, dashes, and lines of dots to indicate fragmented speech, in addition to the standard commas 
and full stops” (Twine, 1984, p. 236). The influence of the Western written languages is arguably strong in 
modern Japanese language, but there are also instances where the orthographic features collide. One example 
is the use of inverted commas to indicate quotation. As the similar symbol is used to make unvoiced 
consonants into voiced, it would cause confusion, so in their place Japanese have the equivalent 「」(Twine, 
1984).  

2.1.2 Japanese writing on computers 
Ever since the first typewriters were invented, different types of input systems have been in constant 
development. For the Japanese language, that uses thousands of kanji, it is a complicated task to create a fast 
and a working typing system. Currently, the most common method is the standard ”QWERTY” keyboard, 
where first, the phonetic alphabet is typed using the English alphabet system, and then, from a range of 
homonyms, the right character is chosen (Houser & Thornton, 2004). An alternative for this ”rōmaji input 
method”, is the ”kana input method”, that uses kana similarly to find the right characters. As smartphones 
are gaining more and more popularity, there are four main character input systems that are most common: 
QWERTY, mobile, flick type, and flowers touch (Hamano & Nishiuchi, 2013). These evolving typing 
methods make CMC all the more smoother and accessible for users. Typologically noteworthy is also that 
writing on computers and in text messages is usually done horizontally and not vertically, as Japanese is 
more traditionally written. In the results section of this thesis, I will also present the different medium 
variables used for writing tweets in my data set.  

2.1.3 Computer-mediated communication 
CMC, or computer-mediated communication, is a term appearing often in this thesis, and it is considered to 
include ”conversing online, including email, listservs, chat, or instant messaging” (Baron, 2010, p.11). But 
like Baron adds, terminologically speaking, ”CMC” has become quite a stretch, after the development of 
different devices like smartphones, which are capable of communicating online, despite not being actual 
computers. Baron also introduces the term she prefers more, which is EMC, ”electronically-mediated 
communication” (p. 12), which arguably covers more territory.  
 CMC can be divided into two categories: synchronous and asynchronous. In synchronous CMC, two 
or more participants are messaging each other online simultaneously, e.g. on chat rooms or Skype calls, and 
is more close to face-to-face speech. It is considered to be more speech like, as writers type faster and in a 
more conversational tone. Asynchronous CMC occurs in less immediate pace, where the other participant(s) 
receive the message when they log in to the conversation, e.g. e-mails or bulletin boards. This gives the 
writer more time to think their response, thus it can be more carefully written. Twitter, which this study will 
be focusing on, has been somewhat under debate among researchers in recent years, whether it should be 
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studied as asynchronous (Zappavigna, 2012; Almaatouq et. al., 2013; Cochran et. al., 2014; Scott, 2015), or 
synchronous communication tool (Liu, 2018; O’Neill, et. al., 2018), or as a combination of both (Elavsky, C., 
Mislan, & Elavsky, S., 2011; Carpenter, & Krutka 2015), but according to the definition by IGI Global 
(”What is Asynchronous vs. Synchronous Communication”, n.d.), I would argue that it leans more clearly 
towards asynchronous communication, as the reader of the tweet does not have to be present at the time of its 
writing, thus the writer can write in a desirable pace, in a less face-to-face environment. Moreover, the 
studies that consider it to be synchronous, like those mentioned earlier, often focus on the additional use of 
Twitter as a chat tool, e.g. in learning environment. 
  
2.1.4 Japanese CMC 
In the history of studying the use of Japanese language in CMC and SNS, cell phone e-mails are ”particularly 
important” (Gottlieb, 2010, p.397). However, as smartphones are growing more and more popular as they are 
more cheaper and accessible, they are used for a growing variety of communication. Phone calls and text 
messages have become just a minor part of mobile phone communication, and different internet based 
applications, such as Line, Facebook messenger and micro-blogging platforms are usable in any location.  
 The complexity of Japanese language offers a lot of room to play orthographically. But does online 
communication create whole new expressions or language? In her study about online language play in 
Japanese, Gottlieb (2010) argues that different writing platforms and new technology in itself have not 
brought many new inventions into Japanese language play. She states that, ”the language and script play we 
are seeing today in Japanese chat rooms, bulletin boards and e-mails is thus not a novel by-product or 
revolutionary outcome of a new technology but is merely the continuation in a different medium of a 
venerable and prized cultural practice enabled by the nature of the writing system” (p. 405). She does not try 
to undermine the impact of CMC to language into nothing, and presents several examples of language play 
written online, but points out the fact that, like in all languages, ”..while it is true that language in cyberspace 
often combines features of written and spoken language in new ways, the practice of playing with the script 
itself has long been firmly entrenched in the country's written culture and in public spaces” (p. 396). Thus, 
while online language constantly evolves in its rich language variation, it is simply a continuation of an 
existing tradition, and cultural elements should always be taken into consideration.  
 While discussing the variety of language styles that are applied to fit different social circumstances, 
Baron (2010) also argues that, ”computers are not the cause of contemporary language attitudes and practices 
but, like signal boosters, they magnify ongoing trends” (p.171).  
 As it could be established from these former studies, the more broader elements like culture and 
society define language in a larger scale. However, there are still smaller language phenomena that may 
develop along a new medium, or a community inside that medium. Different types of medium-inspired slang 
words and abbreviations are created to accompany different and new technologies, to make technical 
expressions more short and natural, and to connect communities. Zappavigna (2012), who discusses the 
Twitter specific slang in her study about English discourse of Twitter and social media, mentions words like 
”Twittersphere”, ”tweetup”, and other ”slang involving the prefixial accretion ’tw’” (Zappavigna, 2012, p.
128) that are used by Twitter communities playfully, even as self-parodying. By conducting this study, I hope 
to present some findings of Japanese slang words or abbreviations generated in Twitter or social media in 
general. 
 There are also new tones that existing phrases can obtain in CMC context. In his study, Bennett 
(2012) uses Japanese Twitter messages to analyze and compare two variants for representing laughter; the 
kanji for laughter used between parenthesis, ”(笑)”, and ”w”, which is abbreviated from the rōmaji 
transliteration of the same word for laughter, ”warau”. He uses the public tweets of a university student to 
find that, (笑) is used in more formal register, and w is used in more informal register of Japanese as to 
represent a friendly tone and playfulness. Bennet (2012) argues, that the stylistic aspects of computer-
mediated communication are used consciously, for achieving different kinds of interactional goals. 

2.1.5 Twitter 
The asynchronous microblogging platform Twitter, has over 261 million users worldwide, and in 2017, 45 
million of them were active users from Japan. After the USA, it has been holding the second place, and is 
currently on the third place on the list of all countries that use this social media platform (Aslam, 2019). The 
Japanese version of Twitter was launched in April, 2008, after growing significant popularity among 
Japanese audience. (Stone, 2008). According to comScore, ”in November 2010, Twitter passed Mixi  to 1

become the most-visited social networking destination in Japan” (Singh, 2011). 

 Mixi is a Japanese social networking service that was originally founded in 1999.1
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 On Twitter, authors are able to post their own content, share other content through links and 
”retweets”, and link topics to their content by using hashtags. Twitter accounts are most commonly public to 
all viewers, which means they can also be read and ”followed” by any other Twitter user.  
 There are many reasons why Twitter is so popular in Japan. For one, the text posts that the users 
write, called tweets, were previously strictly limited to 140 characters. This offered quite an advantage for 
Japanese users compared to Western audiences, as their kanji writing system, where one kanji can hold a 
meaning for a whole word, can be used to include much more content in one post, than the Western 
alphabetic system, where one word consists of several letters. Since November 7, 2017, the limit has been 
increased to 280 characters. However, Chinese, Japanese, and Korean versions were exceptions, and kept the 
original limit, as they have had a much lower percentage of reaching the maximum characters per tweet 
compared to English tweets, even with the 140 character limit (Rosen, 2017). 

2.2 Previous research 

Around 500 million new tweets are posted every single day world wide (Aslam, 2019). This offers 
researchers a chance to study almost any topic in linguistics and language studies. The problem in more 
massive scale studies is, however, that the researchers can collect as much data as they ever want to, but 
cannot read every single post manually by themselves. That is why many types of new softwares and 
computer programs that help analyzing the data have been developed. These programs help with data mining 
and natural language processing (NLP). The field of computational linguistics has been growing more and 
more important part of linguistic studies.  
 All the way from the 1950's, NLP has been in development, and has become variable in its uses 
(Nadkarni, Ohno-Machado & Chapman, 2011). For large scale corpora, text mining and text analyzing tools 
can be used for studying e.g. word frequencies, collocations, morphological and sentiment analysis. 
Although the goal of NLP is only to retrieve the wanted information from the source text, the results can be 
easily used for further research.  
 However, when studying online languages, many problems appear while trying to use these analytic 
tools. As online language is filled with different kinds of abbreviations, slang words, and volitional speech, 
that are evolving in a fast pace, it is nearly impossible to get a computer program to understand this kind of 
writing style. Many researchers have been developing methods and tools for achieving better results for 
studies including these elements, and while focusing on Japanese language, I would like to mention at least 
Asahara, Kita, and Matsumoto, who have published a variety of research in collaboration with other 
researchers during the past two decades, that have made progress e.g. in distinguishing unknown or 
colloquial Japanese words in text (Asahara & Matsumoto, 2004), sensibility estimation for youth slang in 
microblogs (Matsumoto, Yoshida, & Kita, 2016), and emoticon-based emotion analysis (Wu, Kang, 
Matsumoto, Yoshida & Kita, 2018), to name a few. 
 During the Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011, Japanese Twitter experienced a massive peak in its 
growing process. It was used to communicate nationwide about the information, condition and whereabouts 
of the people living close to the site of disaster. Since then, those tweets have been studied from dozens of 
different perspectives, and a lot of valuable information has been gained. One example is Kaigo’s (2017) 
study on social media's role in the Japanese society, including large scale analysis and surveys as a method to 
argue how the use of social media in Japan increased after the earthquake and Fukushima Daiichi nuclear 
power plant accident. Other studies about Twitter and the earthquake include a study investigating tweets 
related to the Cosmo Oil rumor, analyzing the change in expressions and the collective sense-making process 
during the catastrophe (Ogasahara, Kawashima, & Fujishiro, 2019), and a study applying the ”spiral of 
silence” theory on tweets about the nuclear power issue (Miyata, Yamamoto & Ogawa, 2015). 

2.3 Framework studies 

As for this research project, I am interested in features and characteristics of Japanese youth's online 
discourse. To study this matter, this research project concentrates on Twitter, as searching through the studies 
I had access to, I was not able to find many previous studies done on more colloquial language, or online 
language used by youth, that more broadly explained any typical characteristics. However, a few studies 
were found on Japanese online discourse, that this research will be based on, and use them as a framework.  
 Nishimura (2003), in her paper, analyzes the linguistic and interactional features of informal 
computer-mediated communication (CMC), using a data set collected from Japanese Bulletin board systems 
(BBS). She compares her data with English equivalents, using Danet's (2001) ”common features of digital 
writing”  and Maynard’s (1989) descriptions of Japanese conversational language as a frame of reference. 
Accompanied by some of Nishimura's own additions, this study will use the same list of features as a 
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framework, and a content analysis is conducted, examining the same features with a tweet corpus.  
 In addition, another research will be used for building the framework list. Miyake (2007), wrote a 
similar study to Nishimura’s (2003), in which she conducted a sociolinguistic analysis on naturally occurring 
mobile phone messaging (MPM) data, researching the visual features for expressing emotions by Japanese 
youth. Focusing mainly on orthographic features, Miyake uses a dataset collected in 2004, consisting of a 
total of 1,814 sentences in 658 text messages, sent by 50 female and 47 male students between their friends.  
 In the method and material section of this research project, the language features and characteristics 
in online discourse chosen to be used, will be presented and further explained, followed by examples from 
my own data set.  
 The tweets will also be divided into nine different ”genres of tweets”, as presented by Naaman, 
Boase, and Lai (2010), in their study about social activity and patterns of communication on Twitter. This 
classification list will also be further explained in the method section. The purpose for this is to find out, by 
comparing the frequency in which the listed features appear in each category, if there appear any patterns in 
language, that could be distinguishable for a certain type of tweet. Two additional genres will be added to get 
more inclusive results. 

3. Method and material 

3.1 Data 
  
As a data source for this study, a corpus consisting of 887 different tweets, that were posted by Japanese 
Twitter users, ages varying from 19 to 31 is used (see Table 1). The tweets were gathered from 15 female and 
15 male users, and ca. 30 most recent posts were collected from each account (retweets were not included). 
In order to minimize the uncertainty of the identities of the users inspected in this study, I chose to collect 
tweets from only verified accounts, or alternatively, from accounts of publicly known people, who have 
linked their Twitter to their official website. Although this narrows down the users available, it is also a lot 
more convenient way to get more credible results for this research project.  
 For searching a variety of different accounts, Twinavi  and Ameba  were used. Twinavi is a website 2 3

that has several categories, where you can browse Twitter user lists, according to their popularity (according 
to users' follower count). There are no ready-made lists consisting of specific age groups, but many types of 
other categories and sub-categories, including celebrities, idols, hobbies and anime/manga. Twinavi has been 
also used as an account source for other research purposes, at least by Arakawa, Kameda, Aizawa, and 
Suzuki (2014), as they investigated classifying tweets by user type and number of retweets. For their study, 
they chose 40 users from four different categories: Entertainers, names, characters, and organizations.   
 The most fitting categorizing method for this research was found from Ameba. Unlike on Twinavi, 
there were sub-categories for models, idols, and actors, who were born specifically in the 1990's (or 80's or 
70's), so I was able to search for a specific age group. Although it is a website mostly linking to Japanese 
Ameblo-blogsites, there I chose users from the top of each list, who also had links to active Twitter accounts 
on their profiles.  
 Because the data collecting tool used for this thesis only gathers tweets from seven previous days 
from the extraction date, the users chosen had to be relatively active users, in order to get as close to 30 
tweets as possible. The lowest number of tweets from an individual user was 25 tweets, and to make a valid 
comparison, the highest number was 34 tweets. In total, 887 tweets were collected, with the average number 
of 29.6 tweets per user. 

Table 1. Age
Gender Age Average Age Tweets

19-21 22-24 25-27 28-31 25 877

Female 2 5 4 4 25,0 452

Male 2 3 5 5 25,5 435

 https://www.twinavi.jp2

 https://www.ameba.jp3
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3.2 Tools 

As a tool for the data collection and coding process, I used MAXQDA. It is a CAQDAS (Computer Assisted 
Qualitative Data AnalysiS) software, that can be used for collecting and analyzing data for both qualitative 
and quantitative research, and also to easily extract data from Twitter and YouTube, for example. The 
extraction of all tweets was conducted between March 2, 2019 (23:54) and March 5, 2019 (9:30).  
 MAXQDA is mentioned in a study by Einspänner-Pflock, Dang-Ahn and Thimm (2014), as one of 
the common CAQDAS tools used to analyze quantitative data, as well as qualitative data. In their paper 
about the content analysis on Twitter, the authors make the following statement: ”Although using CAQDAS 
software for Twitter research is not the most widely used approach, it can in fact make a content analysis 
more efficient, and thus provide alternatives to using automated approaches when dealing with larger 
datasets. A well-organized coding scheme can handle extensive lists of codes and categories to be applied to 
the material, as well as a large number of statistical procedures.” (Einspänner-Pflock et. al., 2014, p. 99).  
 As I have mentioned in the previous research section, the NLP is growing in popularity as a method 
for researching online languages. It is getting more and more advanced in carrying out different kind of tasks 
on massive scales of data at a time, but it still has its weaknesses, when it comes to research focusing on 
subjects like colloquial speech style, slang and eccentric language use. Manual coding and human made 
content analysis are still offering otherwise unattainable information. 

3.3 Method  

With MAXQDA, I am going to conduct a content analysis for my data set. By manually coding every tweet 
with code tags that I will present in this method section, I can find out and compare the frequencies in which 
codes appear in relation to each other.  
 Based on the previous studies, I created a list compiled of linguistic features, similar to that of 
Miyake's (2007), Nishimura's (2003), Danet's (2001), and of Naaman et al.'s (2010). Then I coded my dataset 
of tweets with this list of features to see, in what frequencies they appear and in what context. Accompanied 
with a variety of example tweets and further discussion of the use of these features, this thesis project will 
hopefully give some new information about the language used on today's CMC by young and popular 
Japanese. As Miyake's and Nishimura's studies on the CMC and MPM are both over a decade old, it could be 
assumed that online discourse has evolved since then. I hope to find some new tendencies and, maybe offer 
some new insights on the matter. The research questions I am looking to find answers in this research project 
are as follows:  

1. How do different lexical and orthographic features of online language listed by Nishimura (2003) and 
Miyake (2007)  appear in Twitter posts, and how they vary among the age, gender and genres of tweets, 
created by Naaman, Boase and Lai (2010)? 

2. Does the genre of a tweet affect the degree of formality it is associated with? 

Another aim is to find CMC-inspired abbreviations and slang words. I will next present and discuss the 
topics I focus on in the coding process. First, I will discuss the different genres of tweets, followed by 
orthographic and lexical features of online discourse. I will give a short description of each feature, 
accompanied by a few examples that appeared in the collected tweets. The users have been anonymized as 
“<user>” and all the links have been marked as “<URL REMOVED>”. 

3.4 Tweet genres 

As I am using source data that includes a large variety of different types of Twitter users, defined by age 
group (19-31) and popularity (gathered from top of several lists based on follower ranking), I am going to 
compare the tweets by dividing them into smaller groups, according to their content. Naaman, Boase, and 
Lai (2010), in their study on social activity and patterns of communication on Twitter, classified the tweets 
into nine different categories. This classification method has been used in several other studies after that 
(Acar & Deguchi, 2013; Riemer, Richter, & Seltsikas, 2010).  
 In Table 2, I have listed the different ”genres” of tweets, followed by examples used by Naaman et 
al. (2010) and those I have collected from tweets used for my data set. 
 In addition to the list created by Naaman et. al., I have added two more categories. ”Reply” is for 
tweets that are sent for other users, and have a more conversational function than the regular tweets. 
”Promoting Others (PO)” is added in contrast to the ”Self-Promotion (SP)” category, as the data source was 
gathered from many actors, models, and social media personalities, who do a lot of promoting for brands and 
other people. Genres are tagged individually to one genre per tweet. 
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Table 2. Genres of Twitter to be analyzed in this study 

*The code Naaman et al. used (RT) was changed to (SRT), to avoid confusion with the abbreviation for retweets (RT).  

Code Example(s) (Naaman et al. 2010) Example(s) (Japanese tweets)

Information Sharing (IS) ”15 Uses of WordPress <URL 
REMOVED>”

“雨！雨降ってます！飯塚オート☔  
ただ、昼から40%pとまた微妙な… 
ただ、しっかり走路は濡れてるので乾くことはなさ
そうです😌  

それでは、飯塚オート開催2日目！ 
よろしくお願いしまーす！！ 

#飯塚オート <URL REMOVED>”

Self-Promotion (SP) ”Check out my blog I updated 2day 2 learn 
abt tuna! <URL REMOVED>”

“❤今日の動画❤ 
【1万円】はじめてのドンキ購入品紹介♡～コス
メ・美容・桜アイテム～ 

フルverはこちら💁  
<URL REMOVED>”

Opinions/Complaints (OC) ”Go Aussie $ go!” “Illmatic = greatest rap 
album ever”

”ピカチュウが意外とおじさんっぽいww <URL 

REMOVED>”
Statements and Random 
thoughts (SRT*)

”The sky is blue in the winter here” ”I miss 
New York but I love LA...” ”何も起こりませんでした”

Me now (ME)
”Tired and upset” “just enjoyed speeding 
around my lawn on my John Deere. 
Hehe :)”

”マネージャーさんとお互い描いて遊んでた📝 笑 

<URL REMOVED>”

Questions to followers (QF) ”what should my video be about?”

”🚪 🚪 🚪  
* 
Q.梨緒が小さいのでしょうか？ 
　ドアが大きいのでしょうか？ 
*”

Presence Maintenance (PM) ”i'm backkkk!” “gudmorning twits” ”おやすみみみみみ～。 <URL REMOVED>”

Anecdote (me) (AM)
”oh yes, I won an electric steamboat 
machine and a steam iron at the block party 
lucky draw this morning!”

”昔、ニコニコ動画が本当に好きで 
特に踊ってみたが好きだったんだけど 
久々にニコニコ動画みたら懐かしすぎて初心に戻っ

た気持ちというかˊᵕˋ)੭"

Anecdote (others) (AO) ”Most surprised <user> dragging himself 
up pre 7am to ride his bike!”

”川口の優勝戦は中山 光 選手が初優勝🤩 🎉 レー
スは2着以降に大差をつけてぶっちぎりました♪ 

初優勝！！おめでとうございます🏆 ✨  

#川口オート <URL REMOVED>”

Promoting Others (PO) - “面白かったー😂 ❤ みてね！ <URL REMOVED>”

Reply (Reply) - ”@user あかねちゃんありがとうございます☺❤ ”
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3.5 Degree of formality 

All tweets collected for this study are divided into two groups: formal (F) and informal/plain (IF). The 
groups are defined by personal pronouns, auxiliary verbs, and sentence final particles (the more polite desu/
masu, or the more plain da/(r)u ending). In her study about subjectivity, emotion and voice in the Japanese 
language, Maynard (1993) discusses the formal/informal styles of speech and writing mixing in the middle 
of a conversation. In order to keep the coding process possible to execute in the time frame of this thesis 
project, every tweet is coded as whole, based on which degree of formality of the two was used more 
dominantly. As it turned out, there were instances found, where the tweet was divided into both formal and 
informal styles almost equally, or was otherwise difficult to categorize into either one. In example 1, the first 
sentence would be considered more formal (desu-form), but the tweet was marked as informal, because the 
latter sentence of the two was written in more informal style, and was more dominantly the core message of 
the tweet. In cases where the tweet consisted of only emoticon(s) or a single link or a username, it was 
marked as informal (example 2). 

(1) ひな祭りですね♡ 無病息災を願い身体を労わろう✨ 🤲       
       Hinamatsuri desu ne ♡ mubyō sokusai o negai karada o negirawa rō ✨ 🤲  
       [I'ts Hinamatsuri, right? ♡ Let's work our bodies in hopes of a good health ✨ 🤲 ] 

(2) @<user> 😭 😭  

In many tweets, there would be a thank you or some other short acknowledgement addressed to another user, 
or followers in general, written in a very polite style, but would continue with another subject in a very 
casual and plain style. Example 3 starts similarly with a formal thank you for audience, but continues more 
informally, so it was marked as (IF).  

(3) ひさびさのライブ配信ありがとうございましたー！完成したよーって写真撮ろうと思っけ  
       ど. あれ？耳赤くね？？？って写真w <URL REMOVED> 
       Hisabisa no raibu haishin arigatōgozaimashitaー ! Kansei shita yoーtte shashin torou to  
       omottakedo are? Mimi akaku ne? ? ? Tte shashin w <URL REMOVED>  
       [Thank you very much for the live broadcasting a while ago! After finishing it, I thought I'd take a          
       photo, but huh? Isn't the ear red? *laughter * <URL REMOVED>] 

3.6 Orthographic features 

A list compiled from orthographic features presented by Miyake and Nishimura (Table 3) is further presented 
in this section. These variables will be coded with multiple codes appearing in one tweet, e.g. each emoticon 
is coded an individual ”(E)” tag. 

   

Table 3. Orthographic features
Non-standard Script Choices  (NSC) Asterisk for emphasis (E)

Non-standard Letter Choices (NSL) Vocalization of emotion (VoE) / Vocalization of other 
sounds (VoS)

Multiple punctuation (MP) Description of actions (DoA)

Omitting punctuation (OP) Graphic signs: Emoticons (E) and Symbols (S)

Eccentric spelling (ES) Abbreviations: Acronyms (AC) and Rebus writing 
(RW)

 Capital/lower case letters (CL/LCL)
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3.6.1 Non-standard Script Choices  (NSC)  

For several purposes, words can be written in a different script than usual. The kanji, hiragana and katakana, 
as well as roman letters can be used in non-standard situations for an effect. Here are two examples where 
(NSC) appears. In example 4, the emphasis is in the word ホント 'honto' (really), which has been written in 
katakana instead of kanji. It could be interpreted as amplifier for the word, but as it is followed by three 
emoticons that depict laughter that brings tears to eyes, it could also indicate sarcasm. In example 5, こちら 
'kochira', the word for ”here” has been written in katakana instead of the prescriptive way by using 
hiragana, in order to create emphasis and highlight the link that こちら is referring to. 

(4) ホントに美しい😹 😹 😹     <URL REMOVED> 
      Honto ni utsukushī 😹 😹 😹     <URL REMOVED> 
      [”Really” beautiful! 😹 😹 😹      <URL REMOVED>] 
 
(5) 1部🌟 申込みは コチラ➡  <URL REMOVED>     
      2部🌟 申込みは コチラ➡   <URL REMOVED> 
      3部🌟 申込みは コチラ➡   <URL REMOVED> 
      1-Bu 🌟  mōshikomi wa kochira ➡    <URL REMOVED> 
      2-Bu 🌟  mōshikomi wa kochira ➡    <URL REMOVED> 
      3-Bu 🌟  mōshikomi wa kochira ➡    <URL REMOVED> 
      [Entry part 1 is here ➡    <URL REMOVED> 
      Entry part 2 is here ➡    <URL REMOVED> 
      Entry part 3 is here ➡    <URL REMOVED>]  

3.6.2 Non-standard Letter Choices (NSL) 
 As there are many different types of linguistic features that fall into this category, I have extracted a few 
features from Miyake's list, and given them an individual code. Such topics are ”Multiple punctuation (MP)” 
and ”Omitting punctuation (OP)”. I have also included many of these features simultaneously to the 
”Eccentric spelling (ES)” category. The features that I have coded as (NSL) are small letters, used instead of 
normal sized, or to lengthen the preceding vowel (examples 6 and 7). 

(6) うわぁぁぁ可愛い子と今日動画撮ったのにまた写真撮るの忘れたぁぁぁ！！可愛い子には弱い     
      んや…… 
      Uwaaaa kawaii ko to kyō dōga totta no ni mata shashin toru no wasuretaaaa!! Kawaii ko ni wa yowain      
      ya…… 
      [Whoaaah I made today's video with a cute kid, but again, forgot to take a pictuuuure!! Cute kids are my    
      weakness......] 

(7) ねぇ、ねぇ、気付いた？CSスタジオに飯塚オートのマスコットキャラクターがどーんと登場し.  
      たのを♪  
      Nē, nē, kidzuita? CS sutajio ni Īdzuka ōto no masukotto kyarakutā ga doーn to tōjō shita no o ♪  
      [Hey, hey, did you notice? Iizuka auto's mascot character made an appearance on CS studio♪] 

3.6.3 Multiple punctuation (MP) 
 Multiple punctuation marks, such as exclamation marks or question marks, are coded as (MP). Nishimura 
(2003) also mentions the Japanese users' wavy lines, that emphasize a long span of time, as well as the 
straight lines, used for lengthening words, although these I have included only in the ”Eccentric spelling” 
category. In the data set, a large quantity of multiple exclamation marks have been used for emphasis or 
tension building (examples 8 and 9). 
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(8) @<user> やったぁぁぁぁ！！！！！ 
      @<user> Yattaaaaa!!!!!  
     [@<user>Hoorayyyyy!!!!!] 

(9) 明日はファンツアーだよ？！！！ねえ？！！！ファンツアーだよ？！！！！！楽しみだ   
     よ？！！！ 
     Ashita wa fantsuāda yo? ! ! ! Nē? ! ! ! Fantsuāda yo? ! ! ! ! ! Tanoshimida yo? ! ! !  
     [Tomorrow's the fan tour, right?!!! Right?!!! A fan tour?!!!!! Isn't it fun?!!!] 

3.6.4 Omitting punctuation (OP) 
 Omitting punctuation is another major feature of online writing. More often than just using the punctuation 
mark, different emoticons and symbols are used for a sentence ending, as they incorporate more and faster 
content than just a punctuation, and this is particularly useful for writing tweets, that have strictly limited 
character counts (example 10). 

(10) ブルーファー可愛いよな💙 💙 💙    <URL REMOVED> 
        Burūfā kawaii yo na 💙 💙 💙  <URL REMOVED> 
        [Isn't the blue fur cute 💙 💙 💙  <URL REMOVED>] 

3.6.5 Eccentric spelling (ES) 
 Nishimura (2003) states that ”attempts to reproduce actual articulation in typed messages are the major 
causes for these unconventional spellings.” (”Eccentric spelling”, para. 1). Examples mentioned in her paper 
are the lengthening symbol replacing a second vowel in a word, or the use of small っ or a vowel to give  
emphasis for speech articulation. In this category, I am hoping to find several new examples not mentioned 
in Nishimura's study, and further discuss them. Miyake (2007) mentions that she was not able to find any 
instances of the use of ”gyaru-moji” (girly text)  or play on words in her own data set, but they are a fitting 4

addition for this category, as she also claims there are other datas they appear in. Here are some examples 
from the rich variety of uses of eccentric spelling (examples 11, 12 & 13).  
 
(11) 新しく買ったカメラがiPhoneで操作できるから優秀だあああああ。<URL REMOVED> 
       Atarashiku katta kamera ga aifon de sōsa dekiru kara yūshūdaaaaaa. <URL REMOVED>  
       [Newly bought camera is excellent because it can be operated with iPhone <URL REMOVED>] 
 
(12) 今日中に動画載せれないですごめんね(ᯅ̈ )(ᯅ̈ )(ᯅ̈ ) 明日がんばるるるる😹  
       Konnichi jū ni dōga noserenai desu gomen ne (ᯅ̈ ) (ᯅ̈ ) (ᯅ̈ ) ashita ganbaru rururu 😹  
       [I'm sorry that I can't release a new video today (ᯅ̈ )(ᯅ̈ )(ᯅ̈ ) I'll try my best tomorrow😹 ] 
 
(13) @<user> 安定のかわいいーーーーー😍 ✨  
        @<user>Antei no kawaiーーーーー😍 ✨  
        [@<user> Certainly cuuuuuuuute 😍 ✨ ] 

3.6.6 Capital/lower case letters (CL/LCL) 
 Only seen while using the alphabet system, this is still used in some cases of eiji, or words written in English 
in general. As Nishimura explains, capital letters are not used for shouting, as they are in English CMC, but 
instead are used maybe more similarly to katakana, to give emphasis for specific words (see example 14). 

 Gyaru is a fashion style and a subculture in Japan, deprived from the English word ”gal”. Moji means letter or character.4
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(14)  ひかるHAPPY BIRTHDAY 3 3  どっちが年上かわからないくらい大人っぽくてカッコイイひ    
         かるこれからもよろしくね！心からおめでとう◡̈⃝ <URL REMOVED> 
         Hikaru HAPPY BIRTHDAY 3 3   dotchi ga toshiue ka wakaranai kurai otonappokute kakkoī Hikaru      
         korekara mo yoroshiku ne! Kokoro kara omedetō ◡̈⃝<URL REMOVED> 
         [HAPPY BIRTHDAY Hikaru 3 3  You have become so mature and good looking that it is difficult to  
         say who is older, but, please treat me favorably from now on, too, won't you! Sincerest congratulations  
         ◡̈⃝ <URL REMOVED>] 

3.6.7 Asterisk for emphasis (E) 
 Nishimura did not find any instances of asterisks being used in her data set, but discusses the emphasis 
created while using katakana where usually would be hiragana or kanji. As the latter falls in to the category 
of (NSC), I could not find any instances of the use of asterisks in the whole data set. 

3.6.8 Vocalization of emotion (VoE) /  Vocalization of other sounds (VoS) 
 A lot of extralinguistic information is lost on online discourse, especially on asynchronous platforms. 
However, that can be compensated in a variety of ways. Emotions, sounds, expressions, and movement can 
all be described by emoticons, onomatopoetic/mimetic words, etc. These two sections will include the 
different ways that emotions, sound and music are expressed in written form (ex. 15, 16 &17). 

(15) @<user> 爆笑www  
        @<user> Bakushō www 

爆笑 'bakushou' in example 15 means a burst of laughter, and ”w” is also used as an abbreviation for the 
Japanese word for laughter, 笑 'wara'. 
 
(16) @<user> これ久々～(・∀・)むふふ 
        @ <user> kore hisabisa ～(・∀・) mufufu  
        [@<user> It's been a while ～(・∀・) ha ha ha] 

むふふ 'mu fu fu'  (ex. 16) is an onomatopoetic expression for laughter, similar to ”chuckle chuckle”. 

(17) 明日はマラソン練習が控えてるので今日はお風呂にゆっくり浸かって早めに寝よう-Zzz💓 お.  
        やすみです。 
       Ashita wa marason renshū ga hikaeteru no de kyō wa ofuro ni yukkuri tsukatte hayame ni neyou - Zzz    
       💓  oyasumidesu. 
       [Because I'm not going to practice for marathon tomorrow, let's soak in the bath slowly and go to sleep     
       early today -Zzz 💓  Good night.] 

3.6.9 Description of actions (DoA) 
This is a similar feature to categories (VoE) and (VoS), but will investigate the actions, expressions, and 
gestures that are expressed by writing a kanji between parenthesis (example 19), as well as some other types 
of description of actions (example 18). 

(18) 昨日の夜ニヤニヤしながら作ってました <URL REMOVED> 
        Kinou no yoru niyaniya shinagara tsukuttemashita <URL REMOVED>  
        [Last night I made this while grinning <URL REMOVED>]  
 
(19) こんにちは(^^) お知らせです🎈 本日から立石俊樹LINE 着せかえが販売 開始になりました😌  
        ぜひ皆さんゲットしてみてください🌟 早速自分も着せかえました♪ なんか不思議な気持ち(笑)  
        Konnichiwa (^^) oshirase desu 🎈  honjitsu kara Tateishi Toshiki LINE kisekae ga hanbai kaishi ni       
        narimashita 😌  zehi minasan getto shite mite kudasai 🌟  sassoku jibun mo kise kaemashita ♪ nanka    
        fushigina kimochi (wara)  
       [Hello (^^) A notification 🎈  From today on Tateishi Toshiki LINE theme has been released for sale. 😌  
       Everyone should certainly get it 🌟  I also immediately changed to it ♪ Sort of a weird feeling (laughter)] 
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3.6.10 Graphic signs 
I have coded the graphic signs into two different groups; 1) ”Emoticons (E)”, that consist of facial 
expressions and usually express different kinds of emotions (sadness in example 20 and frustration in 21), 
and 2) ”Symbols (S)”, that can be used for a variety of different purposes, such as simple visual decoration 
(flower bouquet in ex. 22), or giving more context for the message (camera in ex. 22 and dolls related to 
Hinamatsuri in ex. 23). In relation to omitting punctuation, a large number of tweets include emoticons and 
symbols as a sentence ending. 

(20)  @<user>りささん😭 😭 😭 😭 ご配おかけしました😭 😭 😭    
         @<user> Risa-san 😭 😭 😭 😭  gohai okake shimashita 😭 😭 😭  
        [@<user> Risa-san 😭 😭 😭 😭  I made you worry about me 😭 😭 😭 ] 

(21) 洗濯物そのままじゃ_( ´ ω `_)⌒)__( ´ ω `_)⌒)__( ´ ω `_)⌒)__( ´ ω `_)⌒)_ 
        Sentakumono sonomama ja _( ´ ω `_)⌒)__( ´ ω `_)⌒)__( ´ ω `_)⌒)__( ´ ω `_)⌒)_  
        [The laundry is left as it is_( ´ ω `_)⌒)__( ´ ω `_)⌒)__( ´ ω `_)⌒)__( ´ ω `_)⌒)_] 

(22) cp＋2019  Nikonモデル明日のスケジュールです📷 💐 ・10:00～10:20・11:00～11:20  
        cp + 2019 Nikon moderu ashita no sukejūru desu 📷 💐 ・10:00～10:20・11:00～11:20 
        [Here's tomorrow's schedule for cp + 2019 Nikon model 📷 💐 ・10:00～10:20・11:00～11:20] 

(23) 今日はひな祭り🎎  ❤      
       Kyō wa hinamatsuri 🎎  ❤     
       [Today is Hinamatsuri 🎎  ❤ ] 

3.6.11 Abbreviations 
As is mentioned in Nishimura's study, both kinds of abbreviations, the acronyms (AC), and rebus writing 
(RW), which means play on words by switching letters and numeral characters to abbreviate words and 
sentences (e.g. ”39", which could be read in Japanese as san-kyuu [thank you]) are primarily used for 
speeding up the writing. This purpose makes abbreviations to be more of convenience in synchronous CMC, 
but is also common in asynchronous, so it is still a topic worth focusing on. In the data set, I was not able to 
find any instances of rebus writing, but several for acronyms (see ex. 24). 

(24) いまSOLIDEMOさんのMVみてます！！<URL REMOVED> 
       Ima SOLIDEMO-san no MV mitemasu!! <URL REMOVED> 
       [Just now I am watching MV (music video) of SOLIDEMO!! <URL REMOVED>] 

3.7 Lexical features 
 
Miyake listed two different types of lexical choices for discourse strategies not found in face-to-face 
conversations, compensating and creating, as seen in Table 4. From these features, I have included all to be 
coding topics, except for the ellipsis, as the time frame for this research would not allow me to properly find 
every instance where the particles would be not used. These variables will be coded with multiple codes 
appearing in one tweet, e.g. each final particle is coded an individual ”(FP)” tag 

Table 4. Miyake's (2007) online discourse strategies
Compensating Creating
Final particles (yo, ne, no, sa, etc.) Onomatopoeia

Ellipsis (ga, o, ni..) False starts

Interrogatives (ka, ne, no..) Dialectal expressions, archaic language and 
baby talk

Exclamation marks Coined expressions (writers create their own 
words)

Slang expressions, youth language and 
abbreviated forms
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3.7.1 Final particles (FP) 

Final particles, or particles of rapport, aim to keep the conversation going on. Nishimura (2003) studied the 
list of these particles she took from Maynard (1989), and I have used the same list to code the tweets; ね(え) 
ne(e), さ(あ) sa(a), の no, よ yo, か ka, は wa, ぜ ze, and combined particles かな ka na and よな yo na. 
These final particles were widely used in both replies, that are conversations between two users, and in 
regular tweets, that target all followers in general (see example 25). 

(25) Tik Tokに、オリジナル音源出すよ～(*`･ω･*)💕 アップしたら、みんなに踊って欲しいなぁ🌝      
        🌝  
        Tik Tok ni, orijinaru ongen dasu yo～(*`･ω･*) 💕  appu shitara, minna ni odotte hoshī nā 🌝 🌝   
        [In Tik Tok (a social media and video platform) I put out an original sound generator ～(*`･ω･*)💕  All     
        of you who have the app, I hope you dance to it 🌝 🌝  ] 

 3.7.2 Interrogatives (INT) 

Miyake (2007) defines both (FP) and (INT) that their aim in communication is  ”to elicit a response” (p. 63). 
In her study, she has listed か ’ka’, ね ’ne’, の ’no’, and question marks for this category, which I have also 
decided to use as a definition. It is interesting to see, how large a quantity of the final particles in this data set 
consists of interrogative particles (example 26 and 27).  

(26) もうチェックしてくれましたか？❤ 妹もネイビー派って着てくれてた😂 笑 みんなは何色派で.  
        すか？？ <URL REMOVED> 
        Mō chekku shite kuremashita ka?❤   Imōto mo neibīーhatte kite kureteta 😂  wara minna wa nani iro-    
        ha desu ka? ? <URL REMOVED> 
        [Have you checked it already? ❤ My sister is also wearing navy style 😂  (laughter) What color group     
        are you all wearing?? <URL REMOVED>] 

(27) おはようございます☀今日はさきぴょんSHOWROOMイベント最終日です！！！ 皆さん一日.  
        しゃきなはれ見てね🙏 💓   <URL REMOVED> 
        Ohayōgozaimasu ☀ Kyō wa Saki-pyon SHOWROOM ibento saishū bi desu! ! ! Minasan ichinichi     
        shakinahare mite ne 🙏 💓  <URL REMOVED> 
        [Good morning ☀ Today is the last day of the Sakipyon SHOWROOM event!!! Won't you watch it for     
        the last day 🙏 💓   <URL REMOVED>] 

 3.7.3 Exclamation marks (EXL) 
In many cases, an excessive use of exclamation marks was used to express enthusiasm, or to gain attention 
on news, information or links (example 28). Another use that Miyake (2007) wrote, was that they are 
”frequently used in response to incoming messages and assure the interlocutor of the receiver's continuing 
engagement” (p. 63), which can be seen in many reply messages on Twitter, too (example 29). 

(28)  エグくてすごく面白かったです！！みんなも5日間！見に行ってねˊᵕˋ)੭ˊᵕˋ)੭ <URL    
        REMOVED> 
        Egukute sugoku omoshirokatta desu!! Minna mo 5-kakan! Mi ni itte ne ˊᵕˋ)੭ˊᵕˋ)੭ <URL REMOVED> 
       [Amazing, wonderful and interesting!! For five days too, everyone! Please go to watch ˊᵕˋ)੭ˊᵕˋ)੭ <URL     
       REMOVED>] 
 
(29) @<user> すごーーーい！！！🦊 💜 おめでとーー💗 💗 💗        
        @<user> sugoーーーi!!! 🦊 💜  Omedetoーー 💗 💗  💗  
        [@<user> Amaaaaazing!!! Congratulatiooooons 💗 💗 💗 ] 
 
 3.7.4 Slang expressions, youth languages and abbreviated forms (SLYLAB) 

There are numerous instances of slang words (ex. 31), abbreviations (ex. 30) and youth language in the data 
set, and they offer a rich source to study the constantly evolving language use in CMC. In example 32, there 
are a few quite interesting words that I would like to present. Here, a Twitter user is thanking the audience 
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for watching her live broadcast of playing a mobile game. The term キャラメイクする ’kyarameiku’ is 
created from combining the abbreviated forms of the English words 'character' and 'making' with the 
Japanese verbする’suru’, 'to do' and refers to creating a new playable character in a game. バトルする 
’batorusuru’, combines the loanword batoru, 'a battle', to する’suru’. 

(30) JK気分で。😂 ブログ更新しました <URL REMOVED> 
       JK kibun de. 😂 Burogu shinshimashita  <URL REMOVED> 
       [In a joking mood. 😂  Blog updated  <URL REMOVED>] 
(31) @<user> 何を言ってたのですか？www  
        @<user> Nani wo itteta no desu ka ? www  
       [@<user> What did you say? www (laughter) ] 
 
(32) 『ゴー☆ジャス動画』生放送ありがとうございました！キャラメイクしたりバトルしたり、   
           ユーザーの皆さんと一緒に記念撮影をしたり…とっても楽しい生放送でした(*´꒳`*) 皆さんも 
        「黒い砂漠モバイル」DLしてみてね🎶   <URL REMOVED> 
        『Gō ☆ Jasu dōga』 namahōsō arigatōgozaimashita! Kyarameiku shitari batoru shitari, yūzā no    
          minasan to isshoni kinen satsuei wo shitari… tottemo tanoshī namahōsō deshita (*´ ꒳ `*) minasan mo  
        「kuroi sabaku mobairu」 DL shite mite ne 🎶  <URL REMOVED  
          [Thank you for the "Go☆Jass video" live broadcast! Character making, fighting, taking a  
          commemorative photo together with all the users... It was a really fun live broadcast (*´꒳`*) Everyone  
          please also go and download "Black Desert Mobile" 🎶   <URL REMOVED>] 
 
 3.7.5 Onomatopoeia (ON) 

Japanese onomatopoeic expressions, or mimetic words, are usually written in katakana. As Miyake 
describes, “the aesthetic senses carried by the script itself add a further expressiveness to the onomatopoeia 
that is not possible in speech” (Miyake, 2007, p.63). They can be classified into following different types of 
groups. Phonomimes mimic the sounds (擬音語 ’giongo’) and voices (擬声語 ’giseigo’) of animate and 
inanimate beings (nyan-nyan, sound of cats), phenomimes (擬態語 ’gitaigo’) express non-auditory senses 
and manners (e.g. niko niko, smiling or grinning) (ex. 34) and psychomimes (擬情語 ’gijouko’) depict both 
physical and psychological states and sensations (e.g. doki-doki, pounding of heart) (ex. 33) (Kageyama & 
Kishimoto, 2016). 

(33) 3月10日の上映イベントお楽しみに😌  完成が楽しみ、ドキドキワクワクです(^^) <URL  
       REMOVED> 
       3-gatsu 10-nichi no jōei ibento otanoshimi ni 😌  kansei ga tanoshimi, doki-doki waku-waku desu (^ ^)  
       <URL REMOVED> 
       [Looking excitedly forward to the screening event on March 10 😌  Completing that is exciting, my  
       heart is pounding and I'm shaking (^^) <URL REMOVED>] 

(34) @<user> ふわふわに巻いてもらいましたପ(⑅ˊᵕˋ⑅)ଓ  
        @<user> fuwafuwa ni maite moraimashitaପ(⑅ˊᵕˋ⑅)ଓ  
        [@<user>I've got soft and fluffy around my neck ପ(⑅ˊᵕˋ⑅)ଓ] 

3.7.6 False starts (FLS) 

False starts are used to express stuttering or hesitation in speech, and add a really vocal element to written 
text. Miyake (2007) states that it is a “technique developed in manga and also in novels” (p.64), and I have 
also seen it a lot on conversations in CMC that are more heavily mimicking or depicting a real life 
conversation, e.g. while roleplaying or rewriting a spoken discussion. Only one example (ex. 35) was found 
in the data set, and I believe that it is used more commonly in more synchronous communication platforms 
than Twitter. 

(35) う、嬉しい😭 🌸 💓    
         U, utsukushii 😭 🌸 💓    
         [B-beautiful 😭 🌸 💓 ] 
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3.7.7 Dialectal expressions, archaic language and baby talk (SC) 

Miyake (2007) states that, ”words of these types are frequently used, including by people who would not use 
them in face-to-face interaction, to create a comical and playful atmosphere” (p.64). This I think applies 
quite well for the tweets in this study, too. Out of dialectical expressions, most used was the Kansai dialect. 
For example, the word でっせ ’desse’ in example 36 below. In Western Japan, “e” is used in place of よ’yo’ 
to create emphasis (Tse, 1993). 

(36) もうすぐでっせ♪  <URL REMOVED>  
        Mou sugu desse ♪ <URL REMOVED> 
        [I assure you it will be soon♪ <URL REMOVED>] 

One Twitter user linked to her Ameblo posts, which were titled ” だいありーたん。” (ex. 37). The more 
common way to write the loan word for diary would be with katakana, but here, hiragana was used to seem 
more childish and naive, accompanied by たん (tan), which is a baby talk version for a form of address ちゃ
ん (chan), used with an endearing tone towards babies, children and close friends.  

(37)  アメブロを更新しました。『だいありーたん。１３４』#RVJJP <URL REMOVED> 
Ameburo wo kōshin shimashita. “Daiariーtan. 134” # RVJJP  <URL REMOVED> 
[Updated the ameblog. “Dear diary. 134” #RVJJP <URL REMOVED>] 

3.7.8 Coined expressions (CE) 

Coined expressions are words created by writers themselves, and when done by popular social media 
personalities, might create a sense of belonging among their followers, who understand these. Miyake (2007) 
states that sometimes invented kanji compounds are created, but it turned out to be a too time consuming task 
to find these from the data set, so unfortunately a very few instances were found for (CE). In sentence 38, 
Hanamasa is the Twitter user's pet, for whom she is starting a new Instagram account. In other words 
“hanamasagram” is an abbreviation of the pet's name and Instagram, made by the user. 

(38) hanamasagram.新しく、はじまるよ？ <URL REMOVED> 
hanamasagram atarashiku, hajimaru yo? <URL REMOVED> 
[hanamasagram. Should it have a new beginning?  <URL REMOVED> 
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4. Results 

Here, the results of the coding process are presented, and further discussed in the discussion section. A total 
of 887 tweets were coded with 7743 codes according to the code variables presented earlier.  

4.1 Medium Variables 

Table 5 presents the variety of platforms the Twitter was used by the target users for this study. The tweets 
were most commonly sent via iPhone (n= 745, 84%). 7% of the tweets were sent with a third-party client 
applications (n=65), so the device could not be determined. According to DeviceAtlas (”The most popular 
smartphones in 2019”, 2019), the 10 most popular smartphones in Japan in the last quarter of 2018 were all 
iPhones. In comparison, 9 iPhones were on the top 10 list in the United States, and 8 in Sweden. Only 3% of 
the tweets were sent with a Web Client/Web app (n=25). 

4.2 Degree of formality 

Table 6 indicates, that the informal and a more plain writing style was more dominantly used (n=594, 
66,97%), compared to formal style (n=293, 33,03%). Variation between two writing styles appeared more 
among female users, whereas male users tweeted over 70% of all their tweets in a more casual tone. Informal 
style was most used by ages 19-21 (71,70%), and formal style was most used by ages 22-24 (36,71%). 

Table 5. Medium variables
Twitter for Iphone 745 84%

Third-party Client Applications 65 7%

Twitter for Android 27 3%

Twitterrific for iOS 25 3%

Twitter Web Client/Web App 25 3%

Total 887 100%

Table 6. Overall degree of formality by age and gender

Degree of 
formality

Age
Male Female Total

19-21 22-24 25-27 28-31

Fomal 34  
(28.30%)

76  
(36.71%)

82 
(31.30%)

101 
(33.89%)

129 
(29.66%)

164 
(36.28%)

293 
(33.03%)

Informal 86 
(71.70%)

131 
(63.29%)

180 
(68.70%)

197 
(66.11%)

306 
(70.34%)

288 
(63.72%)

594 
(66.97%)

Total 120 
(100%)

207 
(100%)

262 
(100%)

298 
(100%)

435 
(100%)

452 
(100%)

887 
(100%)
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Table 7. Genres of tweets divided by age and gender

Twitter 
genre

Age
Male Female Total

19-21 22-24 25-27 28-31

PO 3 (2.50%) 9 (4.35%) 4 (1.53%) 16 (5.37%) 7 (1.61%) 25 (5.53%) 32 (3.61%)

Reply 84 (70.00%) 71 (34.30%) 105 (40.08%) 148 (49.66%) 222 (51.03%) 186 (41.15%) 408 
(46.00%)

AO 0 (0.00%) 2 (0.97%) 5 (1.91%) 4 (1.34%) 8 (1.84%) 3 (0.66%) 11 (1.24%)

AM 2 (1.67%) 11 (5.31%) 16 (6.11%) 5 (1.68%) 11 (2.53%) 23 (5.09%) 34( 3.83%)

PM 4 (3.33%) 15 (7.25%) 22 (8.40%) 20 (6.71%) 38 (8.74%) 23 (5.09%) 61 (6.88%)

QF 1 (0.83%) 4 (1.93%) 2 (0.76%) 5 (1.68%) 3 (0.69%) 9 (1.99%) 12 (1.35%)

ME 5 (4.17%) 18 (8.70%) 21 (8.02%) 21 (7.05%) 29 (6.67%) 36 (7.96%) 65 (7.33%)

SRT 4 (3.33%) 11 (5.31%) 32 (12.21%) 18 (6.04%) 43 (9.89%) 22 (4.87%) 65 (7.33%)

OC 0 (0.00%) 1 (0.48%) 3 (1.15%) 5 (1.68%) 6 (1.38%) 3 (0.66%) 9 (1.01%)

SP 15 (12.50%) 64 (30.92%) 52 (19.85%) 51 (17.11%) 66 (15.17%) 116 (25.66%) 182 
(20.52%)

IS 2 (1.67%) 1 (0.48%) 0 (0.00%) 5 (1.68%) 2 (0.46%) 6 (1.33%) 8 (0.90%)

Total 120 (100%) 207 (100%) 262 (100%) 298 (100%) 435 (100%) 452 (100%) 887 (100%)

Table 8. Genres of tweets divided by gender and degree of formality
Twitter genre Degree of Formality

Male Female
Formal Informal Formal Informal Total

Promoting Others 3  (0.69%) 4 (0.92%) 10 (2.21%) 15 (3.32%) 32
Reply 49 (11.26%) 173 (39.77%) 54 (11.95%) 132 (29.20%) 408
Anecdote (Others) 3 (0.69%) 5 (1.15%) 1 (0.22%) 2 (0.44%) 11
Anecdote (Me) 6 (1.38%) 5 (1.15%) 10 (2.21%) 13 (2.88%) 34
Presence Maintenance 19 (4.37%) 19 (4.37%) 12 (2.65%) 11 (2.43%) 61
Questions to Followers 0 (0%) 3 (0.69%) 2 (0.44%) 7 (1.55%) 12
Me Now 6 (1.38%) 23 (5.29%) 13 (2.88%) 23 (5.09%) 65
Statements/Random Thoughts 5 (1.15%) 38 (8.74%) 5 (1.11%) 17 (3.76%) 65
Opinions/Complaints 2 (0.46%) 4 (0.92%) 0 (0%) 3 (0.66%) 9
Self-Promotion 35 (8.05%) 31 (7.13%) 52 (11.50%) 64 (14.16%) 182
Information Sharing 1 (0.23%) 1 (0.23%) 5 (1.11%) 1 (0.22%) 8
Total 435 (100%) 452 (100%) 887
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4.3 Genres of tweets 

According to Table 7, the most common type of tweet was a Reply (RP), with a total of n=408, 46,00% 
posts, and more than half of the tweets by all male accounts (51,03%). Between the age groups, replies were 
distinctly most posted by age 19-21 (n=84, 70%), and least by ages 22-24 (n=71 (34,30%). Out of regular 
tweets, the most common were ”Self-Promotion” (n=182, 20,52%), ”Me Now” (n=65, 7,33%) and 
”Statements and Random Thoughts” (n=65, 7,33%). The most uncommon type of tweet was ”Information 
Sharing”, with only n=8, 0,90% tweets in total. The biggest difference between male and female users were 
the ”Self-Promotion” tweets, with a 9,96% gap. In Table 8, the genres of tweets are presented further divided 
by degree of formality and by gender. The most evenly divided genre of tweet by degree of formality was 
”Presence Maintenance (PM)”, with an even number of n=19 formal and n=19 informal tweets by males, and 
n=12 formal and n=11 informal tweets by females. Most uneven variety of degree of formality appears on 
”Reply (RP),” with a gap of 28,51% (males)  and 17,25% (females) between the formal and informal tweets. 
Males presented n=0 ”Questions to followers” in formal style, and females expressed n=0 ”Opinions or 
complaints” in formal style. All tweet genres resulted at least one informal tweet. More often formal than 
informal tweets were only ”Self-promotion” tweets by males (n=35 vs. n=31) and ”Information sharing” by 
females (n=5 vs. n=1). 

4.4 Lexical features 

In Table 9, the frequency of listed code variables is presented with a total number of appearances, and the 
male/female ratio between parenthesis. ”Exclamation marks (EX)” n=491 and ”Final particles (FP)” n=249 
were the only lexical variables to appear in all tweet genres at least by once. ”Interrogation (INT)” n=229 
appeared in every other genre except for the ”Opinions/Complaints (OC)” genre. The most uncommon 
lexical features were ”Coined Expressions (CE)” n=3, and appeared only in the genres ”Presence 
Maintenance (PM)” and Self-Promotion (SP)”, and ”False starts (FLS)” n=1 that was only used once in ”Me 
Now (ME)” genre. All lexical variables were used at least once by both genders, except for (CE) and (FLS), 
which were only used by females.  

Table 9. Lexical features presented as (M/F)+Total
PO RP AO AM PM QF ME SRT OC SP IS TOTAL

EX (4/20) 
24

(151/63) 
214

(3/3)  
6

(9/9) 
18

(19/11) 
30

(2/1)  
3

(18/16) 
34

(12/2) 
14

(0/1) 
1

(64/70) 
134

(5/8) 
13

(287/204) 
491

INT (1/8) 
9

(68/35) 
103

(3/0) 
3

(5/5) 
10

(10/8) 
18

(3/12) 
15

(9/4) 
13

(5/1)  
6

(0/0) 
0

(16/34) 
50

(1/1) 
2

(121/108) 
229

FP (1/10) 
11

(63/32) 
95

(3/0)  
3

(5/11) 
16

(12/8) 
20

(1/4)  
5

(10/7) 
17

(4/5)  
9

(0/1) 
1

(19/48) 
67

(2/3) 
5

(120/129) 
249

SLYL
AB

(1/4) 
5

(38/25) 
63

(1/0)  
1

(1/4)  
5

(9/5) 
14

(1/3)  
4

(6/8) 
14

(5/5) 
 10

(4/3) 
7

(17/25) 
42

(0/0) 
0

(83/82) 
165

SC (0/0) 
0

(2/2)  
4

(0/0) 
0

(0/2)  
2

(0/0)  
0

(0/0)  
0

(0/1)  
1

(0/0)  
0

(0/0) 
0

(1/2)  
3

(0/0) 
0

(3/7)  
10

CE (0/0) 
0

(0/0)  
0

(0/0) 
0

(0/0) 
0

(0/1)  
1

(0/0) 
0

(0/0)  
0

(0/0)  
0

(0/0) 
0

(0/2)  
2

(0/0) 
0

(0/3)  
3

ON (8/0) 
8

(0/0)  
0

(0/0)  
0

(2/3) 
5

(0/0)  
0

(0/0) 
0

(0/2)  
2

(0/1)  
1

(0/0) 
0

(3/5)  
8

(0/0) 
0

(13/11)  
24

FLS (0/0) 
0

(0/0)  
0

(0/0)  
0

(0/0) 
0

(0/0)  
0

(0/0) 
0

(0/1)  
1

(0/0)  
0

(0/0) 
0

(0/0)  
0

(0/0) 
0

(0/1)  
1
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4.5 Orthographic features 

Same way as lexical variables, the orthographic variable frequencies are presented on Table 10. The most 
common variable was ”Omitted punctuation (OP)” (n=876), followed by ”Symbols (S)” (n=636), and 
”Emoticons (E)” (n=606). The most uncommon features were ”Non-Standard Letter Choice (NSL)” (n=36), 
Description of Actions (DoA)” (n=10) and ”Vocalization of Sound (VoS)” (n=5). Instances of ”Rebus 
Writing” (RW) were not found in the data set. All other orthographic variables were used by both genders at 
least once. 
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Table 10. Orthographic features presented as (M/F)+Total
PO RP AO AM PM QF ME SRT OC SP IS TOTAL

NSL (0/2)  
2

(8/4)  
12

(0/0) 
0

(2/6)  
8

(1/0)  
1

(0/1) 
1

(1/2)  
3

(1/2)  
3

(0/1) 
1

(2/3)  
5

(0/0) 
0

(15/21)  
36

NSC (1/1)  
2

(7/6)  
13

(1/0) 
1

(1/2)  
3

(2/1)  
3

(0/1) 
1

(2/2)  
4

(0/2)  
2

(3/0) 
3

(6/14) 
20

(1/0) 
1

(24/29) 
53

OP (7/36)  
43

(171/143) 
314

(11/3) 
14

(19/32) 
51

(66/28) 
94

(0/3) 
3

(32/43) 
75

(39/25) 
64

(8/2) 
10

(63/133) 
196

(2/10) 
12

(418/458) 
876

CL/
LCL

(5/2) 
7

(0/1) 
1

(3/0) 
3

(1/1)  
2

(1/1)  
2

(0/0) 
0

(3/1)  
4

(0/0) 
0

(0/0) 
0

(14/7) 
21

(0/0) 
0

(27/13)  
40

MP (4/7)  
11

(56/39) 
95

(2/3) 
5

(5/12) 
17

(12/7) 
19

(0/4) 
4

(9/15) 
24

(14/7) 
21

(0/1) 
1

(35/31) 
66

(2/5) 
7

(139/131) 
270

ES (2/8)  
10

(38/48) 
86

(0/0) 
0

(8/14) 
22

(10/9) 
19

(0/2) 
2

(8/11) 
19

(6/6) 
12

(1/1) 
2

(21/27) 
48

(0/4) 
4

(94/130) 
224

VoE (0/2)  
2

(41/32) 
73

(1/1) 
2

(5/4)  
9

(3/1)  
4

(2/1) 
3

(2/7)  
9

(7/4) 
11

(2/1) 
3

(8/7)  
15

(0/0) 
0

(71/60) 
131

VoS (1/0)  
1

(1/1)  
2

(0/0) 
0

(0/0)  
0

(0/0) 
0

(0/0) 
0

(0/1)  
1

(1/0)  
1

(0/0) 
0

(0/0)  
0

(0/0) 
0

(3/2)  
5

DoA (0/0)  
0

(0/3)  
3

(0/0) 
0

(0/1)  
1

(0/1)  
1

(0/0) 
0

(0/0) 
0

(0/0)  
0

(0/0) 
0

(2/3)  
5

(0/0) 
0

(2/8) 
10

E (8/15)  
23

(158/121) 
279

(9/1) 
10

(14/19) 
33

(32/14) 
46

(0/2) 
2

(26/23) 
49

(26/21) 
47

(8/0) 
8

(39/65) 
104

(3/2) 
5

(323/283) 
606

S (9/41)  
50

(64/128) 
192

(5/7) 
11

(11/38) 
49

(23/22) 
45

(0/5) 
5

(19/40) 
59

(10/22) 
32

(3/0) 
3

(29/146) 
175

(1/13) 
14

(174/462) 
636

AC (2/8)  
10

(0/2)  
2

(1/0) 
1

(2/4)  
6

(1/2)  
3

(1/0) 
1

(0/4)  
4

(0/1)  
1

(0/0) 
0

(1/13) 
14

(1/0) 
1

(8/35)  
43

RW (0/0) 
 0

(0/0)  
0

(0/0) 
0

(0/0)  
0

(0/0)  
0

(0/0) 
0

(0/0)  
0

(0/0)  
0

(0/0) 
0

(0/0)  
0

(0/0) 
0

(0/0)  
0



5. Discussion 

For this study, tweets were collected from popular actors, models, bloggers, YouTubers, and other celebrities.  
The average follower count for all accounts was 330 810,36 (according to MAXQDA at the time of sample 
extraction). The results could look different, if the data set had been collected from a more general user list, 
focusing only in the age group, and a study like that could be worth conducting. In their study about Japanese 
idols and celebrities in the field of ”idology”, Galbraith and Karlin (2014) mention that ”idols are more 
ephemeral and more multi-media than ever, especially given the Japanese youth’s abandonment of more 
traditional media such as television” (Wing-Fai, cited in Galbraith & Karlin 2014, p.376). The same 
international phenomenon can be seen in all types of celebrities. In order to maintain their presence, and to 
keep their followers engaged and interested, the celebrities with online presence regularly update their daily 
lives to blogs, Instagram accounts, and other social media. A whole new culture of social media influencers 
has become the new way of self-branding and marketing products for the new generation. A social media 
presence is vital to maintain in order to stay relevant and present for this era’s consumers. Jin, Muqaddam 
and Ryu (2019) conducted a study comparing the effects of Instagram celebrity and traditional celebrity on 
topics such as trustworthiness, brand attitude, envy and social presence, and found that posts by Instagram 
celebrities received more positive results on attitudes towards the endorsed brands than by e.g. TV-stars, as 
they feel more authentic and trustworthy. Even though the study was conducted on social media posts by 
both celebrity categories, it also shows how the overall marketing of brands is shifting more and more on 
social media. Similarly, on their study on social media communication’s impact on brands through Facebook 
users, Schivinski and Dariusz (2016) found that user-generated communication had more positive effect on 
brand’s equity and attitude than firm-created communication, which are also tied into consumers’ purchase 
intention.  
 84% of the tweets were written and sent via the same brand’s line of smartphones, so there is not 
much chance for comparison for medium variables. iPhones all have a touchscreen that can be used 
simultaneously with multiple fingers, so writing can be done quickly, and various input methods for Japanese 
can be installed for the same device.  
 As was presented in Tables 7 and 8, all different genres of tweets appeared in the sample tweets. 
”Reply” was the most common type of tweet. Second on the list was ”Self promotion (SP)”, n=182. As the 
account list was collected partly from Ameba, many of these type of posts were links to Ameblo-blog 
updates, but also to different social media platforms, such as Instagram pictures. The additional ”Promoting 
Others (PO)” genre was added for this study, to indicate posts that in some way promote someone or 
something other than the ”tweeter” themselves, such as other Twitter accounts, or brands and their products. 
In some cases, the line was more thin in whether the tweet should be regarded as (SP) or (PO). In example 
39, where a YouTuber links to her new video, that will present cosmetic products of a certain company, was 
counted as (PO), whereas another post from the same person (example 40), that similarly advertised a new 
video about make-up products, was counted as (SP). The difference was in the tweet itself, as the first one 
mainly includes a commercial speech about the product, followed by the video-link and several hashtags 
mentioning the make-up brand, whereas the latter only linked to her own YouTube account, without even 
mentioning a specific brand in the tweet, and that way was mainly directing the audience to herself. 

(39) SABONのローズティーコレクション！春限定の香りだよ！すごくいい香りでアイテムを重ね 
       るとより香りが残ってくれる感じで良かったよ！とてもファンの多い人気の香りみたい！春だ 
       けしか出ないから欲しい人はいそげー<URL REMOVED> #SABONローズティー #サボン #春限 
       定 #PR <URL REMOVED> 
       SABON no rōzutīkorekushon! Haru gentei no kaori da yo! Sugoku ī kaori de aitemu o kasaneruto yori  
       kaori ga nokotte kureru kanjide yokatta yo! Totemo fan no ōi ninki no kaori mitai! Haru dake shika  
       denaikara hoshī hito wa isogeー ! <URL REMOVED> # sabon rōzutī# sabon# haru gentei# PR <URL  
       REMOVED> 
      [SABON’s rose-tea collection! It’s a scent limited for spring season!This item has a really good scent,    
      that stays on after applying and feels good! It seems that the scent has become popular among many fans!  
      Because it’s only for spring, those who want it should hurry! <URL REMOVED> #SABONローズ 
      ティー #サボン #春限定 #PR <URL REMOVED>] 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(40) [後編] 持ってるリップ全部見せ!!＆BEST 10リップ発表♡ <URL REMOVED> @YouTubeより お 
       またせ！ 
       [Kōhen] motteru rippu zenbu mise! ! & BEST 10 rippu happyō ♡ <URL REMOVED> @ YouTube yori  
       o matase!  
       [ [Part two] Show all your chapsticks!! & presenting BEST 10 chapsticks ♡ <URL REMOVED> watch  
       it @ YouTube!] 

”Questions to Followers ” (n=12) was a complicated category, too, as there were many tweets that included a 
direct question to followers as conversation starter, or in order to gather attention, but the dominant purpose 
of the tweet was commonly e.g. a link to a blog post or a YouTube video, so it was marked as (SP).  
 ”Me Now” (n=65) and ”Statements and Random Thoughts” (n=65) included equal number of tweets, 
and their contents were often very similar to each other. ”Anecdotes (me)” (n=34) were commonly similar in 
their content to (ME), containing  somewhat longer paragraphs about daily lives themes. The lower number 
of tweets in category ”Anecdote (Others)” (n=11) could be explained by adding the (PO) category, but when 
we examine the (SP)/(PO) ratio, there are similarly fewer tweets about others than self as well.  
 ”Presence Maintenance (PM)” (n=61) was often used to thank the followers for a live-stream or 
comments on a video, or in contrast, when a blogger or a YouTuber was unable to deliver a post or a video 
according to their daily schedule on other SNS platforms, they used Twitter to update their status, and 
apologize for inconvenience. As Hinamatsuri was close to the time of extraction of sample tweets for this 
study, many mentions of said festive day way were counted as (PM).  
 ”Information Sharing” was the most uncommon type of tweet among the studied accounts (n=8), and 
in many cases, the content of those type of tweets were in some way connected to the writers themselves, 
such as weather forecast for the date of their outdoor performance. ”Opinions/Complaints” was only one 
tweet ahead (n=9),  and their tone and content was mostly quite casual and broad, and did not include any 
controversial or polarizing themes. Miyake (2007) states that the Japanese have strong emphasis on both 
conventionalized linguistic and social behavior, and discusses the term  jo ̄shiki, sense of common accepted 
behavior that everyone knows. In MPM, this jo ̄shiki can be somewhat concentrated less on.”[Mobile phone 
communication]..enables Japanese young people to choose whom they talk to, and to enjoy the 
communication for its own sake, without social pressure” (Miyake, 2007, p.56). On Twitter, where most 
accounts are public to all, there is much more to think about when posting, even when it is a reply or a 
comment to a known person’s profile, so perhaps that is why there were not any strong opinions nor 
complaints in the data set. It would be interesting to see a study focusing on this genre of tweets compared to 
another culture.  
 As was presented in Table 7, male accounts used Twitter more for messaging replies, that carry more 
of a conversational value, than regular tweets. For female accounts, biggest lead compared to male tweets 
was Self-Promotion (SP), with 25,66% of all female accounts’ tweets. More common to females than males 
were also categories (PO), (AM), (QF), and (ME). As the age groups were small and consisted of only a few 
accounts each, even one individual account could have made a significant change in the results. The high 
amount of replies between ages 19-21 could be explained by replies being used for longer conversations 
between different users.  
 In regards to variation of lexical and orthographic features between the tweet genres, the features 
that appeared at least once in all genres were (EX), (FP), (OP), (MP), (E) and (S). All other variables were 
completely absent in some tweet categories. However, this applies only to a small set of sample tweets; if the 
study was conducted on larger scale corpora, different results might be achieved.  
 By combining the variables (OP) n=876, (EX) n=491, and (MP) n=270, the findings of the study 
suggest, that the use of regular punctuation mark ’。’ as a sentence ending is not very common in CMC 
among young people. In most cases, a symbol or emoticon was set between sentences to differentiate them. 
As tweets are limited in their character capacity, it is quite natural to use graphic signs in place of 
punctuation, as there are much more variation that the symbols and emoticons can incorporate and express. 
With the frequencies of ”Emoticons” (n=606) and ”Symbols” (n=636), Miyake’s (2007) claim that graphic 
signs are ”one of the most distinctive features in CMC” (p.65), can be confirmed at least for this sample set. 
In case of quick and short messages like a text message or a tweet, the way they would end without any 
emoticons or symbols could leave them often too sudden and abrupt, and the receiver/reader would not be 
able to figure out the tones behind it. Whether the emoticons start or end the message, their phatic functions 
are to assure and to bond with the reader, and to fill the possible gaps of silence between sentences  
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(Danesi, 2017). They can function both as a message themselves or support a message by adding or 
strengthening something (Ge and Gretzel (2018).  
  In future research, it would be interesting to focus more on just the different uses of graphic signs on 
Japanese Twitter. One graphic symbol that rose as a slang phenomenon in Japan a few years back, and was 
even featured on Fuji TV’s program, ”Mezamashi TV”, where it was announced the winner of “School Girls’ 
Trend Words Award 2016” (High school girls buzzword award 2016 - The meaning and usage of ”manji”, 
”yoki”,  ”〇 〇 maru”, ”hageru” and ”ma!?”, 2016.), but still lacks a more academic research, is the 卍 
’manji’. 

(41) @<user> 幸せすぎた卍A 💓 あにょ様の顎乗せ動画もいつか撮らせて下さいB 🤤 全力土下座 

        @<user> shiawase sugita 卍 A 💓  anyo-sama no ago nose dōga mo itsuka torasete kudasai B   🤤    
        zenryoku dogeza 
        [@<user> I’m too happy 卍A 💓 Please let me someday make a video with jaw-holding  Anyo-sama  5

        B   🤤  Utmost bowing] 
 
Manji has a long history as a Buddhist symbol in Asia, but now that the 2020 Olympics are to be held in 
Tokyo, is under a bit of controversy. According to Geospatial Information Authority of Japan, the symbol 
that is also used as an indicator for temples in various maps, may be changed because Western visitors might 
associate it with swastika (The Geospatial Information Authority of Japan, 2015). Uses as a slang word are 
various, but include at least: 1) a pose while taking a photograph, 2) naughty people (あの人卍だよね) and 
3) a shout during tension or excitement (High school girls buzzword award 2016 - The meaning and usage of 
”manji”, ”yoki”,  ”〇 〇 maru”, ”hageru” and ”ma!?”, 2016). Manji symbol was used in one occasion in 
the data set (example 41), where it appears as positive, decorative symbol between two sentences, along with 
a fist-bump and a pounding heart, emphasizing excitement.  
 The creation of technology-inspired slang and abbreviations, as discussed by Zappavigna (2012), 
were mentioned earlier (2.1.4) in this study. There were several CMC-related expressions in the data set that 
would fall into this category. フォローする ’foroo suru’, to follow someone on social media, アップする 
’appu suru’, to upload content (e.g. a new video), which is deprived from the word アップロード 
’appuroodo’, upload,  an alternative expression UPする ’UP suru’, リプ ’ripu’, reply,  インスタ ’insuta’ 
which is an abbreviation of Instagram, and アプリ ’apuri’, an application. Many YouTube content creators 
(クリエイター ’kurieitaa’) also did collaborations with each other, and would call it a コラボ ’korabo’, 
which is abbreviated from コラボレーション ’koraboreeshon’, collaboration. If they added a sneak peak 
for the video on Twitter, there would also be a link to theフルver ’furu ver’ (full version).  
  
There were also several other technology-inspired words that were prevalent in the data set.  

• ミスる ’misuru’ -> To make a mistake, combined from ”to miss” and suru 

• キャラメイクする ’kyarameikusuru’ -> character + to make + suru. Playing a role-playing/

multiplayer game and creating your own character. 
• バトルする ’batorusuru’ -> to battle + する To battle against enemies or other players in a 

video game 
• DLする ’DL suru’ -> download + suru. To download. 

 A TikTok video trend where someone films their hand and the other places their head on it5
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6. Conclusion 

By using former studies on CMC as a framework, this content analysis was conducted in order to find out, 
how orthographic and lexical features vary between gender, degree of formality, and different genres of 
tweets. By adding the additional ”Reply” genre, it turned out to be the most common one among both female 
and male Twitter users, but all other genres appeared more or less in the dataset, too. Graphic signs were the 
most used orthographic features, often replacing punctuation, and exclamation marks were the most used 
lexical feature. These results appear consistent with Miyake’s (2007) claim that the most distinctive feature 
of CMC are the graphic signs. By looking at the age groups, the youngest users (19-21) used most informal 
language and mostly wrote reply tweets. Most formal tweets were written by users between ages 22-24, who 
also wrote the least amount of replies by percentage. Overall, tweets were written more often in informal 
style than in formal, which could be best seen in replies. No significantly more formally written categories 
were found. The slang words and abbreviations found in the data set provided more proof that technology-
inspired words are created for CMC-environment. 
 Japanese young celebrities use Twitter for every genre of tweet, not for many opinions or 
complaints, but more for self-promoting through daily life updates, presence maintenance, information 
sharing, and for maintaining overall presence in other social media platforms as well. Tweets were mainly 
sent via iPhones. 
 This study has contributed some new results about the characteristics of Japanese online discourse. 
Future research could further examine and confirm these findings by conducting a large scale data analysis 
on the same topics, or alternatively focus more on some specific features, like graphic signs. The framework 
could also be used on the same age group, but otherwise more general user list. New media platforms always 
come with new language phenomena, so the research opportunities on internet linguistics are endless. 
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